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Abstract
Background: Medical expert forums on the Internet play an increasing role in patient counseling. Therefore, it is important to
understand how doctor-patient communication is influenced in such forums both by features of the patients or advice seekers, as
expressed in their forum queries, and by characteristics of the medical experts involved.
Objective: In this experimental study, we aimed to examine in what way (1) the particular wording of patient queries and (2)
medical experts’ therapeutic health concepts (for example, beliefs around adhering to a distinctly scientific understanding of
diagnosis and treatment and a clear focus on evidence-based medicine) impact communication behavior of the medical experts
in an Internet forum.
Methods: Advanced medical students (in their ninth semester of medical training) were recruited as participants. Participation
in the online forum was part of a communication training embedded in a gynecology course. We first measured their biomedical
therapeutic health concept (hereinafter called “biomedical concept”). Then they participated in an online forum where they
answered fictitious patient queries about mammography screening that either included scientific or emotional wording in a
between-group design. We analyzed participants’ replies with regard to the following dimensions: their use of scientific or
emotional wording, the amount of communicated information, and their attempt to build a positive doctor-patient relationship.
Results: This study was carried out with 117 medical students (73 women, 41 men, 3 did not indicate their sex). We found
evidence that both the wording of patient queries and the participants’ biomedical concept influenced participants’ response
behavior. They answered emotional patient queries in a more emotional way (mean 0.92, SD 1.02) than scientific patient queries
(mean 0.26, SD 0.55; t74=3.48, P<.001, d=0.81). We also found a significant interaction effect between participants’ use of
scientific or emotional wording and type of patient query (F2,74=10.29, P<.01, partial η2=0.12) indicating that participants used
scientific wording independently of the type of patient query, whereas they used emotional wording particularly when replying
to emotional patient queries. In addition, the more pronounced the medical experts’ biomedical concept was, the more scientifically
(adjusted β=.20; F1,75=2.95, P=.045) and the less emotionally (adjusted β=–.22; F1,74=3.66, P=.03) they replied to patient queries.
Finally, we found that participants’ biomedical concept predicted their engagement in relationship building (adjusted β=–.26):
The more pronounced their biomedical concept was, the less they attempted to build a positive doctor-patient relationship
(F1,74=5.39, P=.02).
Conclusions: Communication training for medical experts could aim to address this issue of recognizing patients’ communication
styles and needs in certain situations in order to teach medical experts how to take those aspects adequately into account. In
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addition, communication training should also make medical experts aware of their individual therapeutic health concepts and the
consequential implications in communication situations.
(J Med Internet Res 2015;17(11):e268) doi: 10.2196/jmir.4597
KEYWORDS
medicine; medical education; communication; Internet; counseling

Introduction
Internet communication enables both medical experts [1-5] and
laypeople [3-6] to perceive as well as produce and communicate
health-related information online. At the same time, knowledge
in the field of health and medicine is very complex, often
contradictory, highly sophisticated [7,8], and therefore often
difficult to evaluate. One way in which laypeople deal with this
situation is to consult medical experts in expert online forums
[9-13]. Although their legal assessment is disputed, medical
expert forums are increasingly used for purposes of counseling
patients and other people who seek medical advice [13-18]. It
is characteristic of medical expert forums that patients and
doctors have never seen each other before and, therefore, have
no established doctor-patient relationship. This is relevant
because a good doctor-patient relationship has a significant
impact on various variables that support therapeutic success
[19], such as patient adherence [20,21] or informed decision
making [22].
Medical expert forums as a special communication channel
create new challenges for medical experts arising from that
particular kind of communication. Such text-based
communication differs strongly from real-life counseling
situations. This includes reduced audiovisual and social context
clues [23-25]. Often, there is only a short period of time to
establish a trustful relationship between physicians and patients;
however, in computer-mediated situations, people need even
more time to establish a trustful relationship than in face-to-face
scenarios [26]. In addition, medical experts have to communicate
with unknown and largely anonymous patients. So far, the
factors have been strongly underexposed that might have an
impact on how medical experts manage to be responsive to
advice seekers in text-based Internet forums. Because online
consultation should fulfill the same criteria of doctor-patient
communication as in real-life counseling (in particular,
information exchange and relationship building [27,28]), it is
highly relevant to examine how potential factors of influence
affect these aspects.
Previous research about medical expert forums has shown that
patients consult an Internet physician for many different reasons.
Typically, patients want to receive both general and
individualized information as well as professional advice and/or
emotional support [9,10,29,30]. So far, some studies have been
published about patient expectations [9,13,29] and patient
communication behavior [30-33] in health-related online forums.
But very little is known about how features of the advice
seekers, as expressed in their forum queries, and characteristics
of the medical experts influence information exchange and
relationship building between patients and doctors. Most
research on expert forums has been merely based on surveys
http://www.jmir.org/2015/11/e268/
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[14,15,29] or qualitative analyses of field observations
[13,30,31,33]. In this study, we address this research gap both
methodologically and with regard to content by investigating
the communication of medical experts in an online forum in a
randomized controlled experiment.
In the following sections, we discuss the potential impact of
both patients’ and doctors’ characteristics on the experts’
communication behavior. In particular, we consider the role of
the wording of patient queries in terms of scientific versus
emotional phrasing and of the experts’ beliefs about medicine
(ie, their individual therapeutic health concept).

Impact of Patient Queries
As in all text-based communication, an expert online forum
offers a reduced communication setting [25] in which the post
or query of another user is the crucial external stimulus that
triggers the communication process. For this reason, the wording
of the queries may play a very important role. It is plausible
that the response behavior of medical experts in such forums is
affected by the patient requests themselves. In communicating
with patients, the capability of a medical expert to adapt his or
her own communication style to that of a patient is an important
conversational skill. Research about tailored health
communication shows that the fit between health messages and
the individual characteristics of patients or advice seekers
influences how they handle those messages [34-39]. Tailored
messages are processed more deeply, for instance [36], and are
better learned [34] than nontailored messages. This illustrates
the great theoretical and practical relevance of this aspect of
communication.
It is well established that people often imitate the behavior [40]
and the communication style of their interaction partners [41,42].
This is particularly conveyed in people’s ability to mimic
emotional expressions [43-45]. Recent research has found that
laypeople tend to reply more emotionally to forum queries
containing personal experiences than to fact-oriented queries
[32]. In conversation research, the concept of lexical entrainment
[46-48] refers to overlaps between conversational partners in
their choice of words. Research about written communication
between medical experts and laypeople found that the answer
of a medical expert to a patient query was influenced by the
word choice in the query [46,48]. Accordingly, medical experts
are also assumed to apply a conversation technique of imitating
conversational partners’ word choice to text-based
communication in expert online forums. Thus, we expect that
medical experts will reply in a more emotional way to emotional
patient queries (Hypothesis 1a) and in a more scientific way to
scientific patient queries (Hypothesis 1b).
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Impact of Medical Experts’ Therapeutic Health
Concept
In addition to the impact of the communication partner, the
communication process is also influenced by individual
characteristics, such as personal values, attitudes, or beliefs.
Medical experts’ beliefs about medicine (ie, about the relevant
aspects of health, diagnosis, and therapy in medicine) are
strongly triggered by the International Classification of Diseases
(ICD), which is the most common classification catalog in
conventional medicine [49]. The ICD is clearly based on a
biomedical conception of diagnostic and therapeutic approaches.
A biomedically oriented therapeutic health concept (hereinafter
called “biomedical concept”) adheres to a distinctly scientific
understanding of diagnosis and treatment and a clear focus on
evidence-based medicine [50-52]. At the same time, it is
occasionally recorded that personal and emotional aspects of
doctor-patient relationships are largely disregarded in
communication that is derived from the biomedical perspective
[53]. Medical students, for instance, state that they feel
insufficiently prepared regarding psychosocial skills [54]. Even
though psychology is considered to be an integral part of
medical professionalization, psychosocial aspects are often not
regarded as important from a biomedical point of view [55].
We assume that the strength of the individual biomedical
concept of medical experts will have an impact on their
communication style in patient counseling. This should apply
to communication in online forums as well. Accordingly, we
expect that the more pronounced the medical experts’
biomedical concept, the more scientifically they will reply to
patient queries (Hypothesis 2a). We also assume that the more
pronounced the medical experts’ biomedical concept, the less
emotionally they will reply to patient queries (Hypothesis 2b).

Interaction Effects of Patient Queries and Medical
Experts’ Biomedical Health Concept
An interesting research question is whether the style of patient
requests and the medical experts’ biomedical concept will
interact in having an impact on physician-patient
communication. Individuals tend to be more attracted to people
who they perceive to have similar attitudes or beliefs to their
own [56,57]; for example, when patients perceive similarities
between themselves and their doctor, they are more satisfied
with the medical care [58]. There is also a positive relationship
between information-sharing behavior and similarity [59]. It
has been found that information transfer is more likely between
individuals who display similar attitudes. Accordingly, we
assume that medical experts with a pronounced biomedical
concept who encounter patient queries that express some sort
of like-mindedness (ie, include scientific wording) will be
willing to provide more information to those patients than to
others without that fit (Hypothesis 3).
Another important aspect of a doctor-patient interaction is the
development of a positive relationship between physicians and
patients [27]. With regard to the restrictions of text-based
communication in an online forum (eliminating large parts of
nonverbal and paraverbal communication channels), one means
of relationship building for physicians is to verbally express
their respect and acceptance of a communication partner, for
http://www.jmir.org/2015/11/e268/
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instance, through courtesy or polite expressions of salutation
and valediction [60,61]. In line with our previous reasoning,
we assume that perceived similarity will also have an impact
on that kind of communication behavior. Therefore, we expect
that medical experts with a pronounced biomedical concept
who encounter scientifically phrased patient queries will engage
more strongly in relationship building than without that fit
(Hypothesis 4).

This Study
We set up an experimental study to investigate how advanced
medical students with a more- or less-pronounced biomedical
concept reacted to patient queries presented to them in an expert
online forum. Those patient queries had either scientific or
emotional wording. The goal of the study was to examine how
the particular wording of the patient queries and the strength of
the medical students’ biomedical concepts affected participants’
response behavior in the online forum. We also aimed to
examine how the biomedical concept and the patient queries
would interact. Outcome variables of interest were (1)
participants’ use of scientific and emotional wording, (2) the
amount of communicated information, and (3) engagement in
relationship building in their reply posts.
We created an online forum that participants used as a part of
communication training that was embedded in a gynecology
class. This forum was developed using the open-source
server-side scripting language PHP. It was divided into a shared
discussion forum and individual (password-protected) subforums
where participants had the opportunity to respond to patient
queries. For the study, each participant replied to a particular
patient query about mammography screening in her or his
individual subforum (time limit for reply: 15 minutes). These
queries either included scientific or emotional wording in a
between-group design.

Methods
Sample
This study was carried out with 117 medical students in the
Faculty of Medicine of the University of Tuebingen (Germany).
All participants were students in the ninth semester of medical
training. All medical students in the ninth semester who attended
the communication training were allowed to participate in the
study because this was part of their gynecology education. We
considered advanced medical students to be medical experts
[48,62] according to the definition of an expert as “a person
with training in a particular field who is able to tackle complex
problems because of this training and additional practical
experience” (p 317 [62]). The students were divided into groups
of 8 to 10 participants. Each week, one group passed through
the study. The inquiry period lasted 13 weeks. In each group,
half of the students were randomly assigned to one experimental
condition and the other half to the other experimental condition
(scientific vs emotional wording of patient queries). The
randomization was ensured by a computer-generated assignment
of individual log-in information (anonymous code and
password). By logging in, the students were automatically
guided to one of the 2 experimental conditions. At this point,
participants were not aware of the fact that there were different
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kinds of patient queries. After the study was completed, students
were debriefed by the instructor of their class.

In our analysis, we counted how often these words were used
in total in each of the answers of the individual medical students.

Procedure and Experimental Material

Regularly, several units of information were provided in one
reply post, for example, information about organizational issues,
about risk factors, or advice for further diagnostic course of
action. In a first step, every unit of information was coded using
the codes “advice,” “organizational information,” “information
about mammography,” “information about other methods,”
“information about breast cancer,” and “information about risk
factors.” To measure the amount of information provided by
the participants in their reply posts, we calculated a total score
of all given units of information. Half of the reply posts were
coded by 2 independent raters for units of information. Interrater
reliability was r=.85. Because of this high level of agreement,
the remaining reply posts were coded by one rater.

First, we collected demographic data. Then, we measured the
strength of the participants’ biomedical concept. Subsequently,
each participant responded to one fictitious patient request in
the online expert forum in the doctor’s role. We recorded their
individual reply posts and analyzed them regarding the use of
scientific and emotional wording, the amount of communicated
information, and engagement in relationship building.
Half of the participants answered patient queries that were
written using scientific wording and the other half replied to a
request written in an emotional style. The scientific queries
included terms such as “scientifically proven,” “evidence,” and
“study.” The emotional queries contained wordings such as “I
am concerned,” “makes me anxious,” and “my feelings.” In
order to ensure that it was not an unintended aspect of a
particular query that triggered participants’ replies, we created
6 different patient queries (3 with scientific and 3 with emotional
wording). The queries were comparably long (scientific queries:
mean 74.67 words, SD 28.75; emotional queries: mean 81.00
words, SD 15.13). The scientific queries contained a mean 3.67
scientific words (SD 1.53) and the emotional queries contained
a mean 3.00 emotional words (SD 1.00). The scientific queries
did not contain any emotional words and the emotional queries
did not contain any scientific words. Both types of queries asked
the medical experts for information about mammography
screening. With regard to content, the patient queries addressed
questions such as whether and why a mammogram was suitable
for their individual situation or asked about the risks and benefits
of mammography and other diagnostic methods.

Measures
To measure the strength of participants’ biomedical concept,
we used the biomedical subscale of the Therapeutic Health
Concepts Scale [63]. Participants were asked to rate the
importance of 5 characteristic biomedical terms (diagnosis,
science, evidence-based methods, standardized tests, and
medical guidelines) on 6-point Likert scales ranging from 1 (not
important) to 6 (very important). Internal consistency for that
scale was acceptable (α=.66).
To capture the outcome variables, we analyzed the answers of
the participants in coding-and-counting procedures. The coders
of participants’ answers were blinded to the experimental
condition. This was accomplished by downloading only the
answers of the participants from the online forum—and not the
corresponding patient query. This ensured that the raters had
no hint as to the experimental condition. Based on a post hoc
qualitative content analysis, we identified 19 scientific and 18
emotional keywords on the basis of a subset of replies. The
identification of keywords was performed by the first author
and validated by the third author following existing literature
[49,64]. Examples of scientific keywords were “statistic,”
“evident,” or “to prove.” Examples of emotional keywords were
“anxiety,” “sorrow,” or “to calm.” The whole set of scientific
and emotional words is presented in Multimedia Appendix 1.
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To measure the participants’ attempts to build a positive
doctor-patient
relationship,
we
also
applied
a
coding-and-counting procedure. Two independent coders
identified wording in which participants attended to patients’
needs and wants (eg, “If you have further questions, please do
not hesitate to contact me”) and situations in which participants
thanked the patients for their interest, request, or trust. Interrater
reliability was r=.67.

Statistical Analysis
We used 2 independent sample t tests to examine the impact of
patient queries on the use of scientific and emotional wording,
respectively. We also conducted a mixed model analysis of
variance (ANOVA) with patient queries as the between-subject
factor and the use of scientific and emotional wording as the
within-subject factor. To examine the influence of medical
experts’ biomedical concept on the use of emotional and
scientific words, we calculated linear regression models. Finally,
we calculated moderated regression analyses to test main and
interaction effects of patient queries and biomedical concept on
the amount of communicated information and on the
participants’ attempt to build a positive doctor-patient
relationship. The sample size was calculated to detect moderate
to large effects (d=0.65, f=0.35, f2=0.15) with 90% power at the
5% significance level using G*Power 3.1.7 [65]. This procedure
resulted in a total sample size requirement of 84 for independent
sample t tests, 68 for ANOVAs, and 59 for linear regression
analyses.

Ethical Considerations
This research was performed in accordance with the Declaration
of Helsinki. The study was approved by the head of the
gynecology program at the University Hospital Tuebingen and
the Faculty of Medicine as well as by the Competence Centre
for University Teaching in Medicine. All students participated
voluntarily and anonymously. They gave informed consent and
were informed about privacy protection, their right to terminate
participation at any time without disadvantages, and about the
general purpose of the study.
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Results
Participant Characteristics
Four students missed the training session where the study took
place. In addition, because of technical difficulties (eg, server
failure), activity data of 37 participants were not properly
recorded and could not be used for further analysis.
Nevertheless, we were able to collect the demographic data of
38 of these 41 participants. Included and excluded participants

did not differ regarding age (P=.46) or sex (P=.86) and both
conditions were equally affected by the loss of participants.
Thus, the following results refer to the data of the remaining 76
participants (potential consequences of this reduced sample are
discussed subsequently). In all, 38 of those participants were
assigned to the scientific and the other 38 participants were
assigned to the emotional wording condition. Table 1 shows
participants’ characteristics (sex and age) in both conditions as
well as the characteristics of the participants with missing data.
The loss of participants is also illustrated in Figure 1.

Table 1. Participant characteristics (N=117).
Participants

Participants in the scientific wording Participants in the emotional wording con- Participants with incomplete data
condition
dition
n=41
n=38
n=38

Sex, n
Women

25

23

25

Men

13

15

13

N/A

—

—

3

19-22

2

1

4

23-26

26

24

18

27-30

7

9

13

>31

3

4

3

N/A

—

—

3

Age, n

Figure 1. Participants’ progress through the phases of the study.
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Impact of Patient Queries
In Hypothesis 1a, we assumed that medical experts would reply
in a more emotional way to emotional patient queries than to
scientific queries. The results supported this hypothesis
(t74=3.48, P<.001, d=0.81). Emotional patient queries were
answered in a more emotional way (mean 0.92, SD 1.02) than
scientific patient queries (mean 0.26, SD 0.55).
According to Hypothesis 1b, we assumed that health care
professionals would reply in a more scientific way to scientific
patient queries than to emotional patient queries. Even though
the descriptive data hinted toward this hypothesis (scientific
patient queries: mean 1.11, SD 1.25; emotional patient queries:

Bientzle et al
mean 0.82, SD 1.04), it was not statistically supported by the
data (t74=1.10, P=.14).
To further explore the basis of these (absent) effects, we
calculated a mixed model ANOVA. We found that, in general,
scientific terms were used more frequently (mean 0.96, SD 1.15)
than emotional terms (mean 0.59, SD 0.88; F1,74=6.23, P=.02,
partial η2=0.08). In addition, we found a significant interaction
effect between use of scientific and emotional wording and the
type of the patient query (F2,74=10.29, P=.002, partial η2=0.12),
indicating that participants used scientific wording quite
independently of the type of patient query, whereas they used
emotional wording particularly in replying to emotional patient
queries (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Interaction effect between type of patient query and use of scientific and emotional wording. Standard errors are represented by error bars
attached to each column.

Impact of the Biomedical Concept
As a first step, we analyzed how pronounced the participants’
biomedical concept was. Their rating (mean 4.88, SD 0.63) was
significantly higher than the midpoint (3.5) of the 6-point scale
(t75=19.07, P<.001, d=2.19). This indicates that the participants
had a strong biomedical orientation.
Hypothesis 2a stated the expectation that the more pronounced
the medical experts’ biomedical concept, the more scientifically
they would reply to patient queries. This hypothesis was
supported by the data: a greater level of medical experts’
biomedical concept was significantly associated with using
scientific terms (adjusted β=.20). A linear model with
biomedical concept as predictor explained 4% of the variance
(R2=.04, F1,75=2.95, P=.045).
In Hypothesis 2b, we assumed that the more pronounced the
medical experts’ biomedical concept, the less emotionally they
would reply to patient queries. This hypothesis was also
supported by the data: a greater level of medical experts’
biomedical concept was significantly associated with using
emotional terms to a lesser extent (adjusted β=–.22). A linear
model with biomedical concept as predictor explained 5% of
the variance (R2=.05, F1,74=3.66, P=.03).
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Interaction Effects of Patient Queries and Biomedical
Concept
According to Hypothesis 3, we assumed that medical experts
with a pronounced biomedical concept who encountered patient
queries worded scientifically would be willing to provide more
information to those patients than to others without that fit. To
test this assumption, we conducted a moderated regression
analysis. The overall model with biomedical concept, type of
patient query, and the interaction term between biomedical
concept and type of patient query was not significant (R2=.06,
F3,71=1.52, P=.22) and so the hypothesis did not hold.
In Hypothesis 4, we expected that medical experts with a
pronounced biomedical concept who encountered scientifically
phrased patient queries would engage more strongly in
relationship building than they would without that fit. To test
this assumption, we conducted a further regression analysis.
The overall model with biomedical concept, type of patient
query, and the interaction term was not significant (F3,71=2.44,
P=.07). The overall model explained 9% of the variance
(R2=.09). As shown in Table 2, the biomedical concept of
medical experts was the only significant predictor for
relationship building: a greater level of medical experts’
biomedical concept was significantly associated with less
engagement in relationship building (r=–.26, P=.01).
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Table 2. Model showing impact of biomedical concept, type of patient query, and the interaction term between biomedical concept and type of patient
query on relationship building.
Predictor

Regression coefficient

Standard error

Standardized β

P

Biomedical concept

–.36

0.13

–.28

.04

Patient query

.18

0.18

.11

.33

Biomedical concept × patient query

.18

0.18

.17

.34

Discussion
Main Findings
In this experimental study, we examined in what way the
particular wording of patient queries and medical experts’
therapeutic health concepts had an impact on the communication
behavior of the medical experts in an Internet forum. We found
evidence that both the wording of patient queries and the
strength of medical experts’ biomedical concept influenced their
response behavior. Our study showed that medical experts
replied in a more emotional way to emotional patient queries
than to scientific patient queries. However, there was no
significant main effect of scientific patient queries on scientific
wording in the experts’ replies. The activity data of 41
participants were not available for the analysis; thus, the required
sample size for an independent t test was not fully achieved.
Therefore, we cannot be sure whether there was indeed no effect
of scientific patient queries or whether we were not able to
detect this effect due to a slightly underpowered analysis.
An interaction effect between the use of scientific and emotional
wording and the type of the patient query also pointed out why
there was a significant result for emotional but not for scientific
queries: the participants, in their responses as medical experts,
used scientific terms independently of the type of the patient
query, whereas emotional terms were particularly used in
replying to emotional patient queries, but seldom in replying to
scientific queries. This finding shows that medical experts did
not automatically adapt their communication style to that of
their patients in the online forum. It seems that the participants
were firmly attached to the scientific orientation and the
communication style of a mainly biomedically oriented field.
Seen from the patients’ perspective, it seems that patients who
made their inquiry in a scientific way were more likely to receive
an answer apparently adjusted to their individual point of view,
whereas patients who asked in an emotional way had a better
chance of receiving an answer that integrated scientific and
emotional aspects. Research about the adaptation of experts’
communication style to laypeople has found that this adaptation
may occur in an active, conscious, and targeted way—as it is
usually in research about tailored communication [34-37].
However, this adaptation may also happen in a less conscious
and rather automatic fashion. One explanation for a less
conscious adaptation is the availability hypothesis, which states
that the wording that is used by the conversational partner is
simply easier to access and therefore used more frequently [46].
The results of our study are partly in line with the availability
hypothesis, but also show that there was no complete adaptation
to the communication style of the patients. If this had been the
case, medical experts would have been using less scientific
words when replying to emotional patient queries.
http://www.jmir.org/2015/11/e268/
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We also investigated to what extent the communication process
was influenced by medical experts’ biomedical concept. We
found that a stronger biomedical orientation was significantly
associated with using scientific words more. Additionally, we
found that a greater level of medical experts’ biomedical concept
was significantly associated with using less emotional words
and engaging less in relationship building. It is necessary to
point out, however, that medical experts’ biomedical concept
made only a small contribution to the explanation of variance.
But we may conclude that even in an anonymous forum setting,
medical advisors’ personal therapeutic health concepts tend to
influence the communication process. This is also remarkable
in view of the fact that scientific convictions are, of course, far
from excluding emotional, empathetic, and relationship-oriented
communication styles. But it can occasionally be observed that
personal and emotional aspects of a doctor-patient relationship
are largely disregarded in the biomedical perspective [54-56].
This state of affairs appears to be reflected in these results.

Limitations and Future Work
A potential limitation of this study is that the generalizability
of the findings to the whole population of medical experts and
to real online forums has to be handled with care. The study
was carried out with medical students and was embedded in a
seminar at the Faculty of Medicine. In addition, we cannot
entirely rule out that the loss of the activity data of 41
participants has potentially changed the results of our study. It
has been found in previous research that a loss of participants
can change the interpretation of study results [66]. It also
remains unclear to what extent the results are influenced by the
scientific orientation of the medical field in general and whether
medical doctors with many years of working experience would
show comparable response behavior to patient queries.
Additionally, we cannot be sure whether medical students would
answer in the same way if they were faced with patient queries
in a real forum on the Internet because the behavior of
individuals may be strongly influenced by their particular
environment. To examine this, the response behavior of medical
experts in actual online forums should be analyzed in future
studies according to the criteria presented here. Another
limitation is that we focused only on the biomedical concept
and on one medical topic (mammography). It is possible that
other health professionals, such as physiotherapists, who possess
a biopsychosocial therapeutic health concept [63,67], would
show different response behaviors in replying to patient queries.
Moreover, this study focused only on the response behavior of
medical experts and did not consider the reception and
information procession of laypeople. It would be very interesting
to apply an extended study design in which laypeople with
various levels of scientific orientation or with particular
emotional needs would rate the experts’ answers regarding
J Med Internet Res 2015 | vol. 17 | iss. 11 | e268 | p. 7
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understandability, usefulness, empathy, or importance to their
own decision [68,69]. In addition, one could test laypeople’s
knowledge acquisition after reading the reply posts in order to
examine whether they learn more from particular wordings or
understand them more easily. It would also be relevant for future
studies to consider other particular features of the quality of the
information provided by medical experts in online forums, for
instance, correct versus incorrect information. Finally, it would
be interesting to examine how biomedically oriented medical
experts would respond to scientific or emotional queries in
alternative medical online forums [70,71].

Conclusions
This study points out that the particular wording of patient
queries and medical experts’ therapeutic health concept had an
impact on the communication behavior of the medical experts
in an Internet forum. The results of the study demonstrated that
advanced medical students already possessed key competences
in Web-based communication with laypeople. We found that
the participants replied in a more emotional way to emotional
patient queries than to scientific patient queries. The result that
they always used scientific terms—independently of the type
of patient query—could be understood as an indispensable
course of action in communicating about an evidence-based
procedure such as mammography screening. This finding,
however, could also be interpreted as a kind of communication

Bientzle et al
deficit because medical experts did not entirely adapt their
communication style to that of their patients in the online forum.
In addition, we found that even in an anonymous forum setting,
medical advisors’ personal therapeutic health concepts tend to
influence the communication process. A greater orientation
toward a biomedical perspective was significantly associated
with using scientific words to a higher degree and using
emotional terms to a lesser degree. This shows that medical
experts tended to adhere to their own science-oriented
communication style in conversations with laypeople. Finally,
we found that medical experts who were highly oriented toward
biomedicine engaged in relationship building to a lower degree
than medical experts who had less orientation toward
biomedicine. Accordingly, communication training for medical
experts could set addressing the issue of recognizing patients’
communication style and needs in a given situation as a learning
objective in order to teach them how to take those aspects into
account adequately. Furthermore, communication training
should include making medical experts aware of their individual
therapeutic health concept and the implications of having that
concept in communication situations. On the whole,
communication training should emphasize the importance of
providing scientific, evidence-based information adapted to
patients’ particular communication styles in a perceptive
manner, regardless of the medical expert’s own therapeutic
health concept.
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